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Abstract 

Using a three-phase batch reactor with coated steel panels, this investigation studies the influence 

of carbon dioxide (CO2), present in the gas phase at conditions of high pressure and high 

temperature (HPHT), on the degradation of an amine-cured epoxy novolac coating (EN).  

The combined effect of a gas, a hydrocarbon, and a seawater phase compromises the coating and 

leads to underfilm corrosion. Consequently, an understanding of the role of each of the phases is 

essential for the effective design of superior epoxy-based coatings for HPHT applications in the 

petroleum and other industries. 

On exposure to the three phases individually, at a low pressure of N2, the EN network remained 

unaffected and impervious. However, in the hydrocarbon-exposed zone, a combination of para-

xylene, representing the hydrocarbon phase, and CO2 at HPHT, initiated a glass transition 

temperature depression with subsequent softening of the EN network. This allowed dissolved CO2 

gas to diffuse into the EN network, thereby generating pinholes at the coating surface. The 

seawater-exposed zone, in the presence of CO2 at HPHT, suffered from an increased seawater ion 

diffusion, leading to blister formation. 

Moreover, the most detrimental subzone for the EN network was when CO2, para-xylene, and 

seawater were synergistically interacting at its hydrocarbon-seawater interface. This combination 

resulted in an increased chain motion of the EN network, subsequently allowing CO2 and seawater 

ions to diffuse into the EN network to the steel substrate, imposing underfilm corrosion. In the 

absence of CO2, blisters were formed at the interface subzone, but no corrosion was detected. The 

results are of high relevance to the petroleum industry, but also for the protection of transport 

pipelines and process equipment in the next-generation Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) 

technologies. 

Keywords: oil and gas; degradation; chloride ions; pipeline; storage tanks; sweet corrosion; chain 

mobility; cathodic; anodic; 
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DEAPA 3-(Diethylamino)propylamine 
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1. Introduction 

Despite the progress in the usage of renewable resources, fossil fuel reservoirs remain high in 

demand, accounting for the majority of the global energy supply.1 However, the oil and gas 

industry relies increasingly on wells and reservoirs operating at extreme conditions.2 Oil drilling 

at temperatures greater than 149 ºC (300 ºF) and/or pressures of 690 bars (10,000 psi) are classified 

as high temperature and high pressure (HPHT) wells.3,4 Under such conditions, and in the presence 

of hydrocarbons, seawater, and CO2, the substrate (steel) corrosion rate increases, along with a risk 

of mechanical failures.5 

To avoid material degradation at HPHT, process equipment, transportation pipelines, and 

underground storage tanks are normally coated internally with multi-layer, epoxy-based coating 

systems. Owing to the complex and multi-phase situation at HPHT, substrate corrosion and coating 

degradation cannot, at present, be prevented, and the underlying degradation mechanisms remain 

more or less unknown.  

The HPHT wells produce CO2 at various levels, depending on the geographical location.6 

However, the typical concentration of CO2 in natural gas fields is around 20 vol.%7, and substrate 

corrosion, in the presence of CO2, is generally referred to as sweet corrosion. Furthermore, the 

high affinity and solubilizing power of CO2 towards nonpolar organic compounds8 are detrimental 

factors, as far as interaction with the epoxy-based systems at HPHT is concerned. 

Due to the deleterious properties of CO2 at relatively low temperatures and pressures, 

investigations on its adverse effects on the coating systems have been reported.9-20 However, apart 

from an earlier study from our group21, no studies at higher pressures and higher temperatures in 

the presence of seawater and a hydrocarbon phase, HPHT in particular, have explored the 

degradation mechanisms of epoxy-based coatings. For the influence of CO2, in particular, no 

studies are available. 

One of the most common and critical effects reported for CO2 sorption into crosslinked epoxies 

and polymers is the reduction of the glass transition temperature, Tg, (i.e., a so-called 

plasticization9-11), which brings unfavorable changes to the mechanical and physical properties of 

the coatings.10 This plasticization effect, the ability of CO2 molecules to interact with specific 

functional groups of the crosslinked network, also increases the chain mobility (segmental 

mobility) and the inter-chain distance, known as softening of the epoxy network.12 
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Certain functional groups in a coating network tend to increase their segmental motion from 

interactions with CO2, which otherwise can occur only when the network is heated beyond the 

Tg.
13  

Chiou et al. studied the effects of CO2 sorption at pressures up to 25.33 bars for PMMA and its 

molecular blends with polyviny1idene fluoride (glassy polymers), observing severe Tg depressions 

(up to 50 ºC).14 Similarly, when exposed to a CO2 pressure of about 100 bar, Wang et al.15, from 

changes in the mechanical relaxation behavior of polystyrene, estimated a Tg reduction of 60 ºC. 

Dong et al.16 reported the degradative effects of water-dissolved CO2 with partial pressure of 18 

bars on epoxy coatings under increasing temperatures (30, 60, and 90 ºC) and seawater immersion. 

In the absence of CO2 (at 60 and 90 ºC), they observed small blisters, but the coatings were 

successful in protecting the substrate from corrosion. On the other hand, in the presence of CO2 

(at 60 and 90 ºC), the protective ability of the coating was reduced, indicating that CO2 promotes 

the diffusion of seawater ions into the coating. 

Another critical aspect is that CO2 interactions with functional groups of crosslinked structures can 

explain the high solubility strength of CO2.
17 A study by Vincent et al.18 reported that CO2 plays a 

role in the solute mass transport process (deuterated water being the solute in CO2-swollen 

polymethylmethacrylate), presumably by solvating the solutes, thereby facilitating the diffusion. 

A number of studies have reported that CO2 at high pressure (up to 101.3 bars) resembles common 

organic solvents in their ability to swell and plasticize polymers.19,20 Furthermore, a study by 

Berens20 suggested a generalized isotherm (sigmoidal form) for the sorption of the swelling 

penetrants in glassy polymers. 

Recently, a degradation study of amine-cured epoxy novolac (EN) and bisphenol F (BPF) films 

under the combined effects of the HPHT phases, suggested underfilm corrosion to be a result of 

the compromised coatings.21 In particular, CO2 present in the HPHT gas phase was suspected of 

leading to a high corrosion rate below the coating. Apart from imparting acidity, CO2 may 

influence the degree and rate of degradation of EN networks via varying solubility interactions 

(temperature and pressure dependent), a low molecular size, high mass transfer rates, and non-

polarity. 

In the present work, the coating-gas/liquid interface phenomena, in the presence and absence of 

CO2, is studied using a range of analytical techniques. Furthermore, it is of interest to understand 

why the most severe coating degradation and associated underfilm corrosion, occurs at the 
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hydrocarbon-seawater interface as observed elsewhere.21 Finally, the influence of CO2 on the 

degradation pathways of EN, leading to substrate corrosion, is mapped and discussed.  

Due to their high functionality, excellent resistance to seawater, and moderate resistance to 

solvents22-24, epoxy novolac was chosen for the binder base and polyamines as curing agents. The 

exclusion of pigments, fillers and additives allow for a more precise and in-depth understanding 

of the resin degradation pathways. Although the proposed research work closely simulate the 

HPHT conditions of the oil and gas sector, the research findings are also of great importance to 

coating formulations in high temperature space applications25, heat exchanger tubes26, and 

combustion chambers.27 The findings, additionally, have the potential to provide a much-needed 

supercritical CO2-resistant epoxy-based candidate to protect transport pipelines in the next-

generation carbon capture and storage (CCS) domains.28 

2. Experimental 

The three phases simulating the HPHT conditions are the gas phase, comprising a mixture of N2 

and CO2, para-xylene representing the hydrocarbon phase, and a 3.5 wt% NaCl solution as the 

seawater phase. This combination of corrosive species at a reference temperature of 180 ºC and a 

pressure of 130 bars were simulated in an enclosed batch-like reactor (autoclave) with coated steel 

panels placed in the chamber (details provided elsewhere).21 According to the HPHT definitions3,4, 

if any of the two parameters (temperature or pressure) are fulfilled, then the condition falls under 

the HPHT category. Although HPHT definitions state a pressure rating of 690 bars, the role of 

coatings technology is more prominent in the upstream oil and gas applications, where the pressure 

varies from ambient to as high as 150 bars. 29 Taking into consideration the application prospects 

of coatings in the HPHT domain, a benchmark pressure of 130 bars and a temperature of 180 ºC 

was maintained for all experiments. In order to pinpoint the role of CO2 in the degradation of the 

EN system at HPHT conditions, a methodical HPHT exposure study was conducted. The 

comparative understanding of the nature and extent of degradation in each of the environments 

individually is fundamental prior to the interpretation of the combined effects of HPHT. Table 1 

summarizes the environments considered.  
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Table 1. The HPHT exposure environments (i.e. pressures at a fixed temperature of 180 ºC) for the 

EN system. A N2 pressure of 1 bar was maintained for E2, E3 and E4, allowing the environment 

to be free of O2/air.  

Exposure 

environments 
Phases present 

Gas 

pressure 

(bars) 

E1 N2 + CO2 130 

E2 Para-xylene(liquid) 1 bar N2 

E3 Seawater(liquid) 1 bar N2 

E4 Para-xylene(liquid) + Seawater(liquid) 1 bar N2 

E5 N2 + Para-xylene(liquid) 130 

E6 N2 + CO2 + Para-xylene(liquid) 130 

E7 N2 + Seawater(liquid) 130 

E8 N2 + CO2 + Seawater(liquid) 130 

E9 N2 + Para-xylene(liquid) + Seawater(liquid) 130 

E10 N2 + CO2 + Para-xylene(liquid) + Seawater(liquid) 130 

At first, the effects of the three HPHT phases were studied individually under a N2 cover (E1–E3). 

The second group of experiments were done by making permutations of the three HPHT phases 

(E4–E8). Lastly, in order to strategically map the role of CO2 in the degradation pathway of EN at 

HPHT, all three HPHT phases combined, in the presence and absence of CO2 (E9–E10), were 

investigated. 

2.1 Coating materials and application 

Using a DEN 438 epoxy novolac resin (average functionality of 3.6) as the base and a mixture of 

3-(Diethylamino)propylamine (DEAPA) and m-Xylylenediamine (MXDA) adducts as curing 

agents, the EN coating was formulated. The molecular structures of the raw materials used to 

formulate the EN system are described elsewhere.21 To allow for the presence of free epoxy 

functional groups after room temperature curing (the reason behind this will become clear later), 

the functional group stoichiometric ratio between the epoxy base and amine curing agents was 

varied from 0.2 to 0.6. The novolac resin base and both the two curing agents were acquired from 

Hexion (Spain), and the formulated EN coating was applied on a grit-blasted (surface profile of 

SA 2.5) mild steel substrate of dimensions 120 mm x 70 mm x 5 mm. Using a smooth natural 

bristle paintbrush of width 50 mm, the first coat of EN, aiming at a dry film thickness (DFT) of 75 

± 15 µm, was applied, covering both sides of the substrate and all edges of the panel. The coating 
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was allowed to cure for 12 hours at room temperature, after which the second coat, using the same 

DFT, was applied. To attain further reaction between free epoxide and hydroxyl groups, all coated 

samples were cured for five days at room temperature, followed by post curing at 120 ºC for 5 

hours, allowing the maximum crosslink density. The functional group stoichiometric ratio between 

the epoxy base and the curing agents, as well as the curing conditions for EN, were selected to be 

in agreement with the commercial grade formulations available for HPHT applications. A 

magnetic gauge instrument, Elcometer model, 355 Top, was used to measure the first coat DFT of 

75 ± 15 µm and, after the second coat for all the EN samples, a total DFT of 150 ± 25 µm. 

2.2 HPHT reactor set-up 

A reactor model 4621 HPHT, procured from Parr Instruments, was used to simulate the HPHT 

conditions. The reactor is non-stirred and capable of withstanding a temperature of 350 ºC and a 

pressure of 180 bars. Inside the reactor chamber, four panels were placed as shown in Fig. 1(a) 

and 1(b) respectively. 

(a)  (b) 

Fig. 1. (a) The HPHT batch-like reactor comprising a chamber connected to multiple gas lines, a 

pressure-temperature controller box, and (b) top view of the inside of the HPHT chamber showing 

four coated panels in position.  

The reactor walls are made of Hastelloy C-276, a nickel-chromium-molybdenum alloy, resistant 

to extreme corrosive environments. The setup is connected to multiple gas lines (high pressure N2 
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and CO2), a pressure and temperature controller box, a heater (tubular heating element that 

converts electricity into heat via Joule heating for uniform heating), an external pressure gauge, 

and safety valves. An overview of the reactor specifications is summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2. Technical specifications of the HPHT batch-like reactor. 

Reactor 4621 HPHT Heater 

Chamber volume (mL) 970 Model 4941 

Max Temperature (ºC) 350 Type of heater  Calrod 

Max Pressure (bar) 180 Voltage  230 

Closure gasket for tight 

sealing of reactor 
Split ring 

Thermocouple 

Material 

Type J 

(Standard) 

A mixture of N2 and CO2 constituted the gas phase, maintained at a pressure of 130 bars throughout 

the experiment. Para-xylene, an aromatic solvent (200 mL) formed the hydrocarbon phase, and a 

3.5 wt% NaCl (400 mL) solution made up the artificial seawater phase inside the chamber. 

Upon closing the chamber, flushing out O2 from inside the HPHT chamber was the first step, 

conducted with the purging of high pressure N2 gas for 20 minutes, after which a requisite mixture 

of N2 and CO2 was pumped inside the chamber directly from gas cylinders at 10 bars/min to reach 

a pressure of 100 bars at room temperature. Using a calrod heater, this pressurized chamber was 

then heated to 180 ºC at a heating rate of 5 ºC/min, whereby the pressure increased to 130 bars. All 

the HPHT experiments maintained a temperature of 180 ºC and a pressure of 130 bars.  Preliminary 

studies showed that an exposure time of 12 hours is reasonable in order to analyze and interpret 

the degradation pathways and defects for pigment and additive-free coatings. After 12 hours of 

exposure, the chamber was cooled to room temperature, and the pressure inside the chamber was 

released at a fast rate (500 bars/min). This rapid release of pressure, universally termed Rapid Gas 

Decompression (RGD), made up the final step, after which the exposed EN specimens were 

characterized and evaluated. 

2.3 Characterization Techniques 

2.3.1 Scanning Electron Microscope 
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Before and after HPHT exposure, a scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to analyze the 

surface degradations of the EN specimens. Prisma E-SEM, from Thermofisher Scientific 

(Denmark), capable of operating at an accelerating voltage of 1 to 30 kV helped to understand the 

different types of surface defects and their magnitude. All micrographs reported in the present 

study were recorded at 20 kV. 

2.3.2 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 

Using a ‘Discovery’ Model DSC apparatus manufactured by TA Instruments (Denmark), the 

change in the average Tg values of EN before and after HPHT exposure, was measured. About 15 

mg of the EN samples (before and after HPHT exposure) in powder form (scrapped off from the 

coating surface) were placed in closed aluminum DSC pans, and spectra recorded from room 

temperature to 350 °C at 10 °C/min heating rate. DSC measurements were conducted at two 

different areas of each zone for EN coatings. It should be noted that there was no significant 

difference in the Tg value when the sample was measured as a free film (solid) and as powder 

(scrapped off). 

3. Results and Discussion 

The results and findings, which now follow, originate from surface analyses of the EN coatings 

after exposure, as well as mapping of surface defects, and Tg depressions measured at each of the 

HPHT exposure zones.  

3.1 Visual Inspection 

After the pre-defined set of HPHT exposure tests, the EN samples showed alterations 

corresponding to the phases present (i.e. gas, hydrocarbon, and seawater). The gas phase exposed 

zone (GP) on the EN network predominantly remained intact with no changes in surface 

characteristics for all exposure tests (E1–E10), as seen in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. 
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) 

Fig. 2. Non-magnified photos of (a) Virgin EN coating (before HPHT exposure), and after 

exposure to the environments (b) E1, (c) E2 (d) E3 and (e) E4. For E1, the pressure maintained is 

130 bars and for E2, E3, and E4, the pressure maintained is 1 bar. The white lines indicate the 

HPHT phase boundaries. (GP–gas phase, HC–hydrocarbon phase, and SW–seawater phase). 

The hydrocarbon exposed zone (HC) for environments E2 (Fig. 2c) and E4 (Fig. 2e) also remained 

unaffected. For E5 (Fig. 3a), the HC showed minor surface defects suggesting the influence of 

high pressure gas conditions (high temperature alone did not result in any visible degradation).  
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 3. Non-magnified photographs of the EN coating after exposure to (a) E5, (b) E6, (c) E7 and 

(d) E8 environments. All environments shown, maintained a pressure of 130 bars and a 

temperature of 180 ºC. The white lines indicate the HPHT phase boundaries. 

These defects aggravated further in the form of small blisters at a few places of the HC for E6 (Fig. 

3b), pointing at a significant influence of the CO2 gas. The seawater exposed zone (SW) in E3 

(Fig. 2d), E4 (Fig. 2e), with low pressure (1 bar) N2 conditions, exhibited mild discoloration of the 

coating, with no surface imperfections. The observation was similar for E7 (Fig. 3c), even when 

the N2 pressure was substantial (130 bars). On the other hand, the presence of CO2 in E8 (Fig. 3d) 

darkened the coating surface further at its SW zone. 

 (a) (b) 

Fig. 4. Non-magnified photographs of the EN coating after exposure to (a) E9 and (b) E10 

environments. Both environments maintained a pressure of 130 bars and a temperature of 180 ºC. 
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The white lines indicate the HPHT phase boundaries and the dotted white lines denote the 

boundary between the two subzones (HC–GP and HC–SW) in the hydrocarbon exposed zone. 

When all the three HPHT phases (i.e. gas, hydrocarbon, and seawater) are present (E9 and E10 in 

Fig. 4), the EN coating showed three distinct zones. For both E9 and E10, the resultant HC zone 

exhibit two subzones: one towards the gas phase, termed the HC–GP zone, and the other towards 

the seawater phase, named the HC–SW zone. For E9 (HPHT gas phase in the absence of CO2), the 

HC–GP zone showed a mild discoloration, and the HC–SW zone exhibited large blisters (3 to 5 

mm in size) and surface voids (Fig. 4a). On the contrary, the HC–GP zone for E10 displayed the 

formation of blisters, and the HC–SW zone showed the red-colored, dense iron oxide accumulation 

on the surface (Fig. 4b), discussed elsewhere.21 Furthermore, the blisters formed at the HC–SW 

zone of E10 were relatively small (1 to 2 mm in size). Due to the presence of CO2 in E10, different 

sorption kinetics and transport rates (water uptake) may influence the pressure build up leading to 

blisters smaller in size than for E9. The SW zone under conditions of E9 (Fig. 4a) was relatively 

intact with no significant surface inhomogeneity. However, for E10 (Fig. 4b), the severity of 

degradation was more pronounced in the form of tiny blisters (less than 1 mm in size). 

3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) analyses 

A SEM analysis was conducted on each of the three zones for all HPHT environments to 

complement the visual observations. 

3.2.1 Gas phase-exposed zone 

The SEM micrographs (Figure S1 in the supporting info file) reconfirmed the unchanged surface 

attributes for the gas phase exposed zone in EN coatings for all the environments (E1-E10). 

3.2.2 Hydrocarbon exposed zone 

The hydrocarbon-exposed zone in E5 experienced an alteration in the surface morphology showing 

uncharacteristic wrinkles and creases after exposure (Fig. 5b). This suggests an interaction 

between the EN network and the para-xylene. In the case of E6, when CO2 was present in the 

HPHT gas phase, noticeable pinholes throughout the surface (examples marked with red circles) 

were observed (Fig. 5c). 
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(a) 

 (b)  (c) 

 (d)  (e) 

 (f)  (g) 
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Fig. 5. The unexposed EN sample (a) showed an intact surface characteristic, but with presence of 

minor and unproblematic surface imperfections (marked with red circles), since the coating 

formulation is without additional solvents and additives. SEM micrograph of the hydrocarbon 

exposed area for (b) E5 and (c) E6. The hydrocarbon zone on exposure to E9 developed damages 

in (d) the HC–GP zone and (e) the HC–SW zone. Similarly, the hydrocarbon-exposed zone for 

E10 showing (f) the HC–GP zone and (g) the HC–SW zone, showing oxides of iron (as verified 

elsewhere)21 adhering to the surface (marked with red circles). 

As stated previously, when all three phases (in the absence of CO2) are present (E9), the 

hydrocarbon-exposed zone exhibited two subzones. The HC–GP zone, along with creases, showed 

voids of size 5 to 10 µm in large numbers (Fig. 5d). In the HC–SW zone, macro cavities and craters 

of size 10 to 20 µm were seen uniformly all over the exposed surface, yet again suggesting ingress 

of seawater ions into the EN network (Fig. 5e). When CO2 was present in the HPHT gas phase 

along with N2 (E10), the HC–GP zone (Fig. 5f) showed the formation of larger voids (20 to 30 

µm) when compared to the HC–GP zone of E9 (5 to 10 µm), suggesting diffusion of the gas 

mixture into the EN network. The HC–SW zone (Fig. 5g), on the other hand, exhibited the 

previously confirmed well-ordered oxide of iron (marked with red circles) 21 adhering to the macro-

cavities and craters (of the same size) on the exposed surface. 

3.2.3 Seawater-exposed zones 

The SEM micrograph in Fig. 6a show the formation of minor shallow voids (size 10 to 20 µm) 

distributed all over the seawater-exposed zone for the EN system when exposed to E3. Similar 

defects were observed at the seawater-exposed zone of EN when exposed to E4 (Fig. 6b). Under 

the high pressure N2 conditions (E7), the seawater-exposed zone (Fig. 6c) exhibited substantial 

voids (width of 40 to 50 µm), clustering the nearby voids. However, when CO2 is also present in 

the HPHT gas phase (E8), the voids are further connected in a group of “islands”, as shown in Fig. 

6d (reason explained later in section 3.4.3). This characteristic increase in the defect formation at 

seawater-exposed surfaces suggests that the seawater effects increase significantly when CO2 is 

present at high pressures. 
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 (a)  (b) 

 (c)  (d) 

 (e)  (f) 

Fig. 6. SEM micrograph of the seawater-exposed zone for (a) E3, (b) E4 (c) E7, (d) E8, (e) E9 and 

(f) E10. 

When all three phases are present in the absence of CO2 (E9), the seawater-exposed zone shows 

defects similar to that of E7, as seen in Fig. 6e. For E10, although the HPHT gas phase was 

comprised of both CO2 and N2 at high pressures, the “island effect” was no more dominant (as in 

the case of E8), and the seawater-exposed surface merely displayed craters and voids of width 20 

to 30 µm (Fig. 6f). This observation, as of now, suggests that the presence of the hydrocarbon 
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phase renders a barrier effect, hindering the N2 and CO2 gas diffusion into the seawater phase at 

HPHT. 

3.3 DSC Analysis 

The effect of HPHT conditions on the EN network as a function of the change in the average Tg 

was measured using DSC analysis. In the present study, the Tg for the EN coating before HPHT 

exposure was 154±2 ºC. In the present study, due to vitrification, the glass transition temperature 

(Tg) of the unexposed EN samples is observed to be close to the post curing temperature. In this 

case, the mobility of the chains in the EN network decreases seriously and brings the curing 

mechanism to a halt.30 The Tg values and findings for each of the HPHT phases after exposure are 

summarized in the following section. 

3.3.1 Gas phase exposed zone 

The effect of the HPHT gas phase on the Tg of EN was negligible (the DSC thermographs are 

shown in Figure S6 and Figure S7 in the supporting info file). For all environments (E1–E10), the 

gas-exposed zone measured an average Tg of 152±3 ºC, confirming that the high pressure N2 and 

CO2 did not affect the EN crosslinking. Moreover, the visual and SEM analyses substantiated that 

no plasticization effects, such as swelling or blister formation on the EN network, were observed. 

Subsequently, this verified that for gas diffusion into EN networks, internal chain motion (free 

volume increase) is a prerequisite.31 

3.3.2 Hydrocarbon-exposed zone 

At the hydrocarbon-exposed zones, the DSC measurements (thermographs shown in Figure S8 in 

the supporting info file) validated the para-xylene interactions for different environmental 

conditions by showing a diverse change in the Tg values (Table 3). 

Table 3: Glass transition temperatures (Tg) measured at the hydrocarbon exposed zones of EN for 

different HPHT exposure conditions. 

Exposure conditions 
Average Tg values of EN at 

the hydrocarbon zone (oC) 

EN unexposed 154±2 

E2 – Para-xylene 150±2 

E5 – N2+Para-xylene 143±2 

E7 – N2+CO2+Para-xylene 136±3 
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E9 – N2+Para-xylene+Seawater 140±3 

E10 – N2+CO2+Para-xylene+Seawater 135±2 

The environment E2, where para-xylene is present alone at a high temperature (180 ºC) with a N2 

pressure of one bar, imposed a Tg value of 150±2 ºC. Incidentally, this was close to the Tg of the 

unexposed EN system (154±2 ºC), suggesting that the para-xylene interactions with the EN system 

under the effect of high temperature alone were minimal. 

When the N2 pressure was elevated to 130 bars (E5), the Tg in the hydrocarbon exposed zone went 

down to 143±2 ºC. The influence of high pressure conditions favored para-xylene ingress into the 

EN network, increasing its chain mobility, known as ‘softening’ of the EN network.32 Besides the 

effect of high pressure, non-polar interactions, similar cohesive energy densities, and similar dipole 

interactions between para-xylene and the EN network resulted in the increased para-xylene 

uptake.33 

When CO2 was present along with the high pressure N2 and para-xylene at 180 ºC (E7), the Tg 

value at the hydrocarbon-exposed zone decreased further to 136±4 ºC. Even though the 

electronegativity difference between carbon and oxygen in a CO2 molecule is 1.0, which makes 

the bond polar, the two polar bonds are at 180 º to each other, thereby canceling the effect of the 

dipoles.34 This non-polar nature of CO2 increased the degree of reaction with the para-xylene 

softened EN network. Consequently, a substantial Tg depression (20 ºC) resulted in the 

hydrocarbon-exposed zone of E6. The SEM analysis at the HC zone for E6 was in agreement with 

the gas diffusion, connecting the formation of pinholes on the surface of the softened EN network 

(Fig. 5b). From a thermodynamic point of view, this strong interaction is dependent on two factors: 

the intermolecular forces between the softened EN network and CO2, which must be of a similar 

order of magnitude, and, due to the para-xylene ingress, the increased chain motion of the EN 

network.  

The addition of a seawater phase in the absence (E9) and the presence of CO2 (E10) had no 

significant consequence for the respective hydrocarbon-exposed zones maintaining Tg values 

similar to E5 and E7, respectively. 

3.4.3 Seawater-exposed zone 

One of the most relevant aspects of epoxy-based coating systems with respect to their anti-

corrosion properties is their resistance to seawater ion diffusion. The effect of seawater on the EN 
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crosslinking at different HPHT exposure conditions (DSC thermographs shown in Figure S9 in 

the supporting info file) is summarized below in Table 4.  

Table 4: Glass transition temperatures (Tg) measured at the seawater-exposed zones of EN for 

different HPHT exposure conditions. 

Exposure conditions 
Average Tg values of EN at 

the seawater zone (oC) 

EN unexposed 154±2 

E3 – Seawater  149±3 

E6 – N2+Seawater 140±3 

E8 – N2+CO2+Seawater 130±4 

E9 – N2+Para-xylene+Seawater 143±2 

E10 – N2+CO2+Para-xylene+Seawater 137±2 

Under the conditions of high temperature (180 ºC) and low N2 pressure of 1 bar (E3), the EN 

network was nearly impervious to seawater ions. The Tg value for E3 was close to the unexposed 

EN system at 149±3 ºC, and the increase in pressure to 130 bars of N2 (E6) let the Tg drop to 140±3 

ºC. Although the pressure-related adverse effect on the EN network was noteworthy, the surface 

degradation at the seawater-exposed zone of E6 in the form of blisters or other defects was not 

significant.  

The existence of CO2 in the HPHT gas phase with N2 (E8), significantly lowered the Tg to 130±4 

ºC at its seawater-exposed zone. Visually, this zone showed small blisters over the entire surface 

(Fig. 3d). CO2 is a weakly acidic gas, which in the presence of water at HPHT conditions produces 

carbonic acid (H2CO3). The latter is a weak acid and lowers the ambient pH, further influencing 

the rate of seawater diffusion into the EN network.35 In summary, at the seawater-exposed zone 

for E3, E6, E8, E9 and E10, seawater tends to move through the EN network by non-activated 

diffusion through pores and irregularities, so-called capillary flow, rather than by activated 

diffusion through voids from the increased segmental chain motion.36,37 

The addition of PX as the hydrocarbon phase in the absence of CO2 (E9) has no notable influence 

on the EN network (Tg value of 143±2 ºC) at the seawater-exposed zone. On the contrary, when 

CO2 is present with N2 in the HPHT gas phase (E10), the seawater-exposed zone show a Tg value 

of 137±2 ºC, interestingly, higher than E8. The SEM micrographs of the seawater-exposed zone 

for E8 (Fig. 6d) previously showed an ‘island effect’ whereas, for E10 (Fig. 6f), it showed the 
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mere formation of voids, further signifying the hydrocarbon-seawater interface functioning as a 

barrier for the gas phase. 

4. Underfilm corrosion at HPHT 

The most detrimental effect on the EN network, however, was at the HC–SW zone. It is the only 

zone, where the gas phase comprising N2 and CO2, para-xylene as the hydrocarbon phase, and the 

seawater phase were interacting synergistically. Above all, this was the same zone that showed the 

most critical degradation in the form of a red-colored deposition (Fig. 4b), confirmed earlier to be 

the oxide of iron.21 Incidentally, the iron oxide formation was associated with the underfilm 

corrosion of the steel substrate. The underfilm corrosion documents that components of the three 

HPHT phases absorb in the bulk of the EN network and reaches the steel-coating interface. The 

initiation point is the para-xylene interaction, which physically softens the EN network, thereby 

increasing the free volume confirmed by a Tg depression.  

Furthermore, the increased chain motion allowed the CO2 and seawater ions to ingress more 

readily, which was not possible at the other two zones due to the absence of the softening 

phenomenon. The diffusion of CO2 and seawater ions into the EN network followed by the para-

xylene softening interaction, ultimately reached the steel-coating interface encountering the steel 

substrate.  

CO2 corrosion of the steel at lower temperatures (<100 ºC) in the oil and gas industry has been 

widely investigated.35,38-40 The main cathodic and anodic reactions for the CO2-H2O-Fe system are 

summarized in Table 5. 

Table 5. Cathodic and anodic reactions involved in the CO2 corrosion of a steel substrate in an 

aqueous environment.40 

CO
2
–H

2
O–Fe system: Electrochemical reactions 

Cathodic 

reaction 
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2
 (g)
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3
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 + 2e

-
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3

-
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 + H

2
(g)

 
 H

2
CO

3
 reduction 

2H
2
O(l) + 2e

-
  2OH

-
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 + H

2
(g) H

2
O reduction 
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Anodic reaction Fe(s)  Fe
2+

(aq)
 
+ 2e

-
 Fe oxidation 

Overall reaction Fe(s) + H2CO3(aq)  FeCO3(s) + H2(g)  

While the principal anodic reaction is the oxidation of iron releasing Fe2+ ions, the cathodic 

reactions, owing to the high partial pressure of CO2 consist of the hydrogen evolution from H+, 

H2CO3, and H2O. The presence of CO2 makes the aqueous system acidic, dissociating into H+ and 

HCO3
-, which lowers the pH increasing the diffusion rates. The Fe2+ ions released, which 

accumulate in the solution after exceeding the saturation level, majorly forms FeCO3. Although 

FeCO3 formation is kinetically more favorable for a CO2-H2O-Fe system at low temperatures 

(<120 ºC), in the case of HPHT (temperature maintained at 180 ºC), the thermodynamically more 

favored Fe3O4 formation co-exists with FeCO3.
41,42 Furthermore, though chloride ions from the 

seawater have no effect on the composition of the corrosion product, they catalyze the underfilm 

corrosion process by breaking the passive layer of corrosion products formed.43 

The difference in the diffusion coefficient of CO2 in the hydrocarbon and seawater phases further 

established a peculiar phenomenon to specifically occur at the HC–SW interface, described in Fig. 

7. As the diffusion coefficient of CO2 is dependent on the density of the medium through which it 

diffuses, the movement from the less dense hydrocarbon phase to the more dense seawater phase 

established a mass transfer resistance, increasing the concentration of CO2 at the HC–SW zone, in 

agreement with theory developed by Cussler.44 In particular, this increased CO2 concentration was 

another factor providing the optimum situation for the underfilm-corrosion process (Fe2+ 

supersaturation level required for precipitation of the corrosion products) to take place severely at 

the HC–SW zone. 
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Fig. 7. A schematic pointing out differences in the diffusion coefficient of CO2 when moving from 

the hydrocarbon (HC) zone to the seawater (SW) zone, generating a mass transfer resistance and 

thereby an increased concentration of CO2 at the HC–SW zone. The arrows represent the direction 

of CO2 gas in the hydrocarbon and seawater phase. 

To confirm the origin of the corrosion products and their dependency on the presence of CO2, SEM 

micrographs of the cross-section of EN at its HC–SW for both E9 and E10 zone were recorded. 

The cross-sectional SEM image of the steel-coating interface at the HC–SW zone of the EN 

coating after exposure to E10 (Fig. 8b) showed accumulation of corrosion products (marked by 

red circles). Fig. 8a is the cross-sectional SEM micrograph of the steel-coating interface at the HC–

SW zone of the EN system after exposure to E9 (HPHT gas phase without CO2) showing 

unaffected steel with absolutely no defects or corrosion products. 

  (a)    (b)  

Fig. 8. SEM cross-sectional image of the HC–SW zone of an EN coating after exposure to (a) E9 

and (b) E10 environments. The insert in Fig 8a and 8b show the resultant zones (in a reduced 
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picture size) developed on the EN coating after exposure to E9 and E10 respectively. The arrow 

denotes the scan area where the cross-sectional SEM micrograph was recorded. 

The HC–SW zone of the EN system exposed to E9 compared to E10 validate the influence of CO2 

in the HPHT gas phase for the underfilm corrosion process. For the E9 exposure condition, the 

absence of CO2 lowers the extent and rate of seawater ion diffusion at the HC–SW zone, not 

allowing it to reach the steel-coating interface. Even if the seawater reached the steel-coating 

interface for the E9 exposure condition, the water is devoid of CO2 and O2, and because the 

cathodic reactions are not possible then, anodic oxidation of iron cannot take place. This re-affirms 

the fact that corrosion needs four main elements to proceed: anode, cathode, electrolyte, and 

external connection.45 Consequently, due to the absence of CO2, the HC–SW zone of EN exposed 

to E9 showed no underfilm corrosion, a pre-requisite for the cathodic reaction at HPHT.  

In essence, for HPHT conditions, the HC–SW zone of EN, when exposed to E10, was rich in 

oxides of iron and anodically formed Fe2+ ions. The final depressurization step, so-called Rapid 

Gas Decompression (RGD), aided the precipitation of these corrosion products from the steel-

coating interface to form the red-colored iron oxide corrosion product at the coating surface of the 

HC–SW zone.21 

5. Conclusions 

To study the influence of CO2 gas on the degradation of an amine-cured epoxy novolac system 

(EN), an HPHT batch reactor (autoclave) was used. A systematic approach decoding the 

interactions of multiphase HPHT conditions on the epoxy novolac network was applied. 

To pinpoint the role of CO2 on the degradation pathway, the coated steel panels were exposed to 

the three relevant phases individually and combined. Individually, each of the three HPHT phases 

showed minimal interactions with the EN crosslinked networks. Conversely, when all three phases 

acted synergistically, the hydrocarbon phase (para-xylene) at HPHT initiated a softening effect on 

the EN network, aggravating the diffusion of CO2 and seawater ions into the EN network. Coupled 

with the difference in the diffusion coefficients of CO2 in the hydrocarbon phase compared to the 

seawater phase, the increased concentration of CO2 at the interface of the HC–SW zone promoted 

the underfilm corrosion. At HPHT conditions devoid of CO2, the HC-SW zone led to blister 

formation, but no underfilm corrosion. 
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In the absence of CO2, the seawater-exposed zone at HPHT remained intact. However, the 

presence of CO2 resulted in blister formation at the seawater-exposed zone, suggesting an 

enhanced degradation rate. To sustain the extreme HPHT applications, one hypothesis is to 

introduce stable inorganic functional groups (e.g. polymers with siloxane functional groups) into 

the epoxy novolac networks, which may help resist the aromatic hydrocarbon softening 

interactions and oppose the Tg depression. 
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